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Absence of Selective Deep White Matter Ischemia in
Chronic Carotid Disease: A Positron Emission

Tomographic Study of Regional Oxygen Extraction

Colin P. Derdeyn, Nicholas R. Simmons, Tom O. Videen, Kent D. Yundt, Susanne M. Fritsch, David L. Carpenter,
Robert L. Grubb, Jr., and William J. Powers

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Deep white matter may be the location of an internal
arterial border zone. The purpose of this study was to determine whether the deep white matter
was subject to a greater degree of ischemia than was the cortex among patients with chronic
carotid occlusion.

METHODS: Thirty-six patients with carotid occlusion and structurally normal deep white
matter were studied with positron emission tomography. Measurements of oxygen extraction
fraction were made in superficial (cortical and subcortical) regions in the middle cerebral artery
territory and in deep white matter (internal border zone) regions. The presence of selective
ischemia of the deep white matter was assessed by the ratio of deep white matter:superficial
oxygen extraction fraction. Ipsilateral hemispheric ratios among patients were assessed as a
group as compared with contralateral hemispheric ratios and as compared with normal hemi-
spheric ratios from 15 control volunteers.

RESULTS: Mean deep white matter to superficial oxygen extraction fraction ratios (695%
confidence limits) were 0.99 (60.07), 1.01 (60.06), and 1.02 (60.08) for ipsilateral, contralat-
eral, and normal hemispheres, respectively. No statistically significant difference was found
between ipsilateral and contralateral (P 5 .691) or normal hemispheres (P 5 .68), nor was any
statistically significant difference found when the analysis was limited to patients with increased
superficial oxygen extraction fraction (n 5 9). Individual deep white matter:superficial ratios
were within the normal range for all patients.

CONCLUSION: Normal deep white matter among patients with carotid occlusion is not
subject to a greater degree of ischemia than is the overlying cortex. It is unlikely that deep
white matter infarctions observed among patients with carotid occlusion are owing to chronic
selective hemodynamic compromise occurring at an internal arterial border zone.

Focal white matter lucency on CT scans or lesions
of high signal intensity on T2-weighted MR images
are frequently found in adult deep white matter (1,
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2). Although nonspecific, there is a strong associ-
ation between the presence of these lesions and ath-
erosclerotic disease of the ipsilateral carotid artery
(3). An association between infarctlike white mat-
ter lesions on MR images and a history of stroke
has also been reported (2).

This evidence strongly suggests that, among
patients with atherosclerotic cerebrovascular dis-
ease, these white matter lesions are the results of
ischemic injury. The mechanism of ischemia is,
however, uncertain. Both embolic and hemody-
namic factors may be involved. High signal in-
tensity white matter lesions may be more fre-
quent in a cerebral hemisphere with severe
hemodynamic impairment. Yamauchi et al (4)
reported an association between high signal in-
tensity centrum semiovale lesions revealed by
T2-weighted MR imaging and hemodynamic
compromise in the cortical territory of the middle
cerebral artery in patients with carotid artery dis-
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FIG 1. Positron emission tomographic studies show reduced cerebral blood flow (left image) and increased oxygen extraction (middle
image) in the cerebral hemisphere distal to an occluded carotid artery. When autoregulatory vasodilation is insufficient to maintain normal
cerebral blood flow (CBF, far-left image), CBF will fall (white arrows). The brain, however, can increase the amount of oxygen extracted
from the blood (oxygen extraction fraction) (middle image, white arrows), to maintain normal oxygen metabolism and function (cerebral
rate of metabolism for oxygen [CMRO2], far-right image).

FIG 2. Regions of interest for superficial (black boxes) and deep white matter (black circles) oxygen extraction fraction measurements.
Each region was actually a 15-mm sphere with its center in the center of the box or circle depicted in the figure. All positron emission
tomographic data were converted to Talairach and Tournoux atlas space for the reproducible placement of these regions (18). The y
coordinates for each coronal slice are shown beneath.

ease (4). Other investigators have reported simi-
lar findings (5, 6).

Some investigators have postulated that the deep
white matter is the site of an arterial border zone
and that it therefore may be more vulnerable to
ischemic injury due to hemodynamic factors than
is the overlying cortex (7, 8). If border zone he-
modynamics is a factor in the development of the
infarctlike white matter lesions, one would expect
to find greater ischemia in the deep white matter
than in the cortex. This selective ischemia occurs
in cortical arterial border zone regions with acute
hypotension (9, 10). The purpose of this study was
to determine whether the deep white matter among
patients with chronic carotid occlusion was subject
to a greater degree of ischemia than was the over-
lying cortex.

Many different imaging tools can enable the
identification of regional hemodynamic impairment
in living humans (11). All are based on the as-
sumption of normal responses of the cerebrovas-
culature to reduced perfusion pressure. Severe ste-
nosis or occlusion of the carotid arteries or their
intracranial branches may cause reduced pressure
in the distal arterial system, depending on the de-
gree of stenosis and the adequacy of collateral
channels. The first reflex of the cerebrovasculature
to a fall in arterial pressure is autoregulatory va-
sodilation. This serves to maintain cerebral blood
flow. With further reductions in arterial pressure,
the capacity of autoregulatory vasodilation to main-
tain flow is overcome and blood flow falls. In this
situation, the brain increases the fraction of oxygen
it extracts from the blood (oxygen extraction frac-
tion) to maintain normal oxygen metabolism and
neuronal function (Fig 1). This is known as misery
perfusion or stage 2 hemodynamic compromise
(12, 13). The presence of increased oxygen extrac-
tion fraction distal to an occluded carotid artery has
been proven to be a powerful and independent risk
factor for subsequent stroke (14). For the present
study, the degree of ischemia in deep white matter

and cortical regions was determined with positron
emission tomographic measurements of oxygen ex-
traction fraction.

Methods

Patients

The laboratory records of 117 patients with symptomatic or
asymptomatic atherosclerotic carotid artery occlusion enrolled
in the St. Louis Carotid Occlusion Study, a blinded prospective
study of cerebral hemodynamics and ischemic stroke, were re-
viewed (14, 15). Ninety-six of the 117 patients had undergone
complete quantitative positron emission tomographic studies.
CT or MR studies were available for review for 55 of the 96
patients.

The St. Louis Carotid Occlusion Study included 18 healthy
control volunteers (age range, 19277 years; mean age, 45
years 6 18 SD) who were recruited by public advertisement
for the purposes of establishing a normal range of cerebral
hemodynamic and metabolic values. All underwent neurologic
evaluation, MR imaging of the head, and duplex sonography
of the extracranial carotid arteries. None had any of the fol-
lowing: 1) signs or symptoms of neurologic disease other than
mild distal sensory loss in the legs that was consistent with
age, 2) pathologic lesions on MR images (mild atrophy was
not considered to be a pathologic finding), or 3) greater than
50% stenosis of the extracranial carotid arteries. All studies
were performed under protocols approved by our institution’s
Human Studies Committee.

Positron Emission Tomographic Measurements of Oxygen
Extraction Fraction and Image Analysis

Measurements of oxygen extraction fraction were performed
on one of two scanners (ECAT 953B and ECAT EXACT HR;
Siemens, Iselin, NJ) as described in previous publications (8,
9). Briefly, these measurements require three separate positron
emission tomographic acquisitions after the inhalation of trace
amounts of O-15-labeled carbon monoxide (for cerebral blood
volume measurement), the inhalation of O-15-labeled oxygen
(for oxygen extraction and consumption measurements), and
the injection of O-15-labeled water (for cerebral blood flow
measurements). Arterial time-activity curves from a radial ar-
tery catheter are necessary to convert the measured positron
emission tomographic counts to physiologic terms. The quan-
titative regional map of oxygen extraction was calculated on a
pixel-by-pixel basis, using data from quantitative cerebral
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blood flow images (to account for O-15-labeled recirculating
water from tissue metabolism and to account for the delivery
of oxygen to the brain) and from quantitative cerebral blood
volume images (to correct for intravascular, nonextracted ox-
ygen). These calculations also required the measurement of
arterial blood oxygen content and hematocrit (16).

Positron emission tomographic scans were reconstructed
with a ramp filter cut off at the Nyquist frequency to produce
scans with resolutions of 4.9-mm (953B) or 4.3-mm (EXACT
HR) full width at half-maximum. The reconstructed images
were not filtered further to minimize partial volume effects
from the overlying cerebral cortex on measurements in the
deep white matter. All positron emission tomographic data
were converted to uniform stereotactic atlas space to allow
reproducible placement of regions of interest (17).

For each patient and healthy volunteer, seven spherical
regions of interest, 15 mm in diameter, were placed in the
territory of the middle cerebral artery in each hemisphere by
using stereotactic coordinates (18). These spheres included
both cortical and subcortical tissue (Fig 2). Spherical regions
of interest, 15 mm in diameter, were placed in three deep white
matter regions by using stereotactic coordinates: one antero-
lateral to the anterior horn of the lateral ventricle, one pos-
terolateral and superior to the atrium of the lateral ventricle,
and one in the centrum semiovale (7, 8). Areas of possible
previous infarction were identified by a review of the cerebral
rate of metabolism for oxygen images and by CT or MR ex-
aminations. Neither the regions within these areas nor the cor-
responding contralateral regions were used for analysis. In ad-
dition, patients and healthy volunteers with moderate
enlargement of the lateral ventricles were also excluded from
the analysis (because of the size constraints of the white matter
regions).

Data Analysis

The mean hemispheric value of oxygen extraction fraction
was separately calculated for both superficial cortical-subcor-
tical and deep white matter regions. Left-to-right ratios of ox-
ygen extraction fraction were then calculated for superficial
regions. The patients were classified as having normal or ele-
vated superficial oxygen extraction fraction, based on compar-
ison with the range of ratios observed in the healthy volunteers
(9). Next, ratios of ipsilateral deep white matter to ipsilateral
superficial values of oxygen extraction fraction were calculated
to assess selective (greater in the white matter) ischemia. These
values were compared with the ratios of deep white matter:
superficial oxygen extraction fraction found in control volun-
teers and in the hemispheres contralateral to the occlusion in
the study patients (P , .05 accepted for statistical signifi-
cance). In addition, this analysis was repeated for the subgroup
of patients with increased oxygen extraction fraction measured
in the superficial regions. Finally, individual ipsilateral deep:
superficial ratios were compared with normal and contralateral
values. Patients with individual ratios exceeding the range of
either normal or contralateral ratios were identified as possibly
having selective deep white matter ischemia.

Each of the deep white matter regions was then individually
assessed. Centrum semiovale:, anterior:, and posterior deep
white matter:superficial oxygen extraction fraction ratios were
generated for ipsilateral, contralateral, and normal hemi-
spheres. These ratios were analyzed in an identical manner as
the averaged deep white matter ratio for all three regions de-
scribed in the preceding paragraph. A Bonferroni correction
was applied to the significance level for the multiple tests per-
formed (three individual region ratios). This reduced the P val-
ue required for statistical significance to .017 (.05 per three
ratios).

Results

Clinical
All three deep white matter regions were abnor-

mal, as revealed by CT or MR imaging, in 19 of
the 55 patients. Thirty-six patients had at least one
normal deep white matter region on CT or MR im-
ages that was large enough for accurate positron
emission tomographic measurements. Only a single
region could be used for seven patients, two
regions for 11 patients, and all three regions for 18
patients. The mean age of the patients was 67
years. Twenty-seven patients had previous ipsilat-
eral ischemic symptoms, and nine patients were
asymptomatic. The clinical, imaging, and angio-
graphic data are summarized in the Table.

Two of the 18 healthy volunteers had deep white
matter signal abnormalities in all three regions on
the MR images and were excluded from this anal-
ysis. One additional volunteer had generalized at-
rophy and enlargement of the lateral ventricles,
which precluded placement of the three white mat-
ter regions. All three regions were used for the re-
maining 15 healthy control volunteers.

Hemodynamic
No statistically significant difference was found

between the ipsilateral ratios and the contralateral
(P 5 .69) or normal (P 5 .68) ratios for all 36
patients. The mean (695% confidence intervals)
deep white matter:superficial ratio for oxygen ex-
traction fraction measured in the hemispheres ip-
silateral to the carotid occlusion (0.987 6 0.067)
was less than that measured in the contralateral
hemispheres (1.010 6 0.057) and in the normal
hemispheres of the control volunteers (1.017 6
0.077). Plots of these ratios are shown in Figure 3.
The range of deep white matter:superficial ratios of
oxygen extraction fraction for all 36 patients was
0.583 to 1.491. The range of these ratios contralat-
eral to the occlusion was 0.431 to 1.370, and the
range in the healthy control volunteers was 0.673
to 1.545. Two patients (patients 3 and 8) had ipsi-
lateral deep white matter:superficial ratios that were
beyond the range found in contralateral hemi-
spheres, but both ratios were within the range
found in the healthy volunteers.

The mean difference between ipsilateral and con-
tralateral deep white matter:superficial oxygen ex-
traction fraction ratios was 0.028. The 95% confi-
dence interval for the difference of the means was
20.106 to 0.162. The mean difference between ip-
silateral and normal control ratios was 0.030. The
95% confidence interval for the difference was
20.081 to 0.143.

The range of left-to-right oxygen extraction frac-
tion ratios in the superficial regions in the healthy
control volunteers was 0.823 to 1.139. Nine of the
36 patients were identified as having increased ox-
ygen extraction fraction in the superficial regions,
based on individual ratios outside of this normal
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TABLE 1: Clinical, imaging, angiographic, and positron emission tomographic (PET) characteristics

Pt
Age
(yrs) Sex

Infarctions by CT/MR
(ipsilateral)

Last Sx
to PET
(days)

% Stenosis
Contralateral

Carotid Collaterals
Vertebral
Injection

Symp-
tom

Superficial
Ischemia

1 69 M Small temporal (sup) 272 25–49% AComA No TIA ···
2 71 M Large parietal (sup and deep) 218 25–49% AComA, OA, bz No CI Present
3 65 M Several small (sup and deep) 280 25–49% AComA No CI Present
4 56 M None 29 ,25% Other-ECA Yes TIA ···
5 59 M Small frontal (deep) 235 ,25% AComA, OA No CI ···
6 71 M None 0 50–74% AComA, PComA Yes AF ···
7 62 M None ··· 90–99% AComA, PComA Yes None ···
8 75 M Large frontal (deep) 230 Unknown AComA, OA Yes CI Present
9 59 M Insula/putamen (sup and deep) ··· Unknown Unknown No None ···

10 66 M Small insula (sup) 235 Normal Unknown No AF ···
11 66 F Scattered small (deep) ··· ,25% OA, other-ECA No TIA ···
12 81 M Small frontal (deep) 2544 25–49% OA No CI ···
13 55 M Large parietal (deep) 21095 Unknown Unknown No CI ···
14 73 F None 275 Unknown Unknown No AF ···
15 74 F Large parietal (deep) 2730 25–49% OA, bz Yes CI ···
16 71 F Small frontal (sup) 246 50–74% AComA, bz No CI ···
17 58 M None ··· Unknown Unknown No None ···
18 72 F Large caudate/putamen/frontal 2108 25–49% AComA, other ECA Yes CI Present
19 72 F Frontoparietal (sup and deep) 283 Normal AComA, other ECA Yes CI ···
20 75 F None ··· ,25% PComA Yes None ···
21 68 M Large parietal (deep) 2426 ,25% AComA No ION ···
22 78 M None ··· ,25% AComA No None ···
23 53 F Small capsule (deep) ··· 25–49% AComA No None ···
24 71 M Small occipital (sup and deep) ··· ,25% AComA Yes None ···
25 53 F None 26 25–49% PComA, bz No CI ···
26 60 F Small frontal (deep) ··· 50–74% AComA No None ···
27 49 M Small parietal (deep) ··· 75–89% AComA, PComA Yes None ···
28 45 M None 215 ,25% AComA, PComA, OA Yes AF ···
29 64 F Small temporal (sup) 2101 50–74% AComA, PComA Yes TIA ···
30 52 F None 227 25–49% OA No CI Present
31 54 M Small putamen (deep) 2177 ,25% PComA, cortical Yes CI Present
32 62 M Small frontal (sup) 226 ,25% OA No CI Present
33 68 F None 2537 25–49% AComA Yes TIA ···
34 64 M Large temporal (sup and deep) 266 ,25% OA, PComA, cortical Yes CI Present
35 63 M Small frontal (sup) 261 ,25% AComA, bz Yes TIA Present
36 66 M Small frontoparietal (deep) 2252 50–74% Unknown No CI ···

Note.—Column headings: Pt 5 patient number; Last Sx to PET 5 the number of days between the last clinical event and the PET study;
Collaterals 5 sources of blood flow for the middle cerebral artery territory ipsilateral to the carotid occlusion identified by angiography; Vertebral
injection 5 whether or not a vertebral injection was performed as part of the angiographic study; Symptoms 5 if the patient presented with
ischemic symptoms. Superficial Ischemia 5 if left to right ratios of OEF exceeded the normal range; Selective Deep Ischemia 5 if deep white
matter to superficial OEF ratios exceeded the normal range; Data within columns: Infarctions: deep 5 deep white matter, sup 5 superficial (cortical
and subcortical); Collaterals: AComA 5 anterior communicating artery; PComA 5 posterior communicating artery; OA 5 ophthalmic artery; other
ECA 5 other external carotid artery collateral to the internal carotid artery (other than the OA), cortical 5 retrograde flow to insula from pial
collaterals, bz 5 shift of borderzone, but not extending to insula; Symptoms: TIA 5 transient ischemic attack, CI 5 cerebral infarction, AF 5
amaurosis fugax, ION 5 ischemic optic neuropathy, none 5 asymptomatic.

range. An example of one patient with increased
oxygen extraction fraction is shown in Figure 4.
The mean deep white matter:superficial oxygen ex-
traction fraction ratio in this subgroup was 0.983
(60.21). No statistically significant difference was
found between the ipsilateral ratios for the nine pa-
tients with increased superficial oxygen extraction
fraction and the contralateral (P 5 .56) or normal
(P 5 .69) ratios (Fig 5).

No significant difference was observed between
the ratios of each of the individual ipsilateral deep
white matter regions and the contralateral or nor-
mal values (Table 2). Ipsilateral deep white matter:

superficial ratios for each of the three regions were
within the normal range for all patients.

Discussion
Deep white matter infarctions are common

among patients with atherosclerotic cerebrovascu-
lar disease and have been associated with previous
ischemic symptoms and with hemodynamic im-
pairment of the overlying cerebral cortex (2–6).
The cause of these lesions is unknown. Some in-
vestigators have suggested that they are caused by
chronic, selective (greater in the white matter than
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FIG 3. Range of ipsilateral deep white matter:superficial oxygen
extraction fraction ratios for all patients (n 5 36) compared with
values from their contralateral hemispheres (n 5 36) and from
healthy volunteers (15 volunteers, 30 hemispheres) is very sim-
ilar. The ratio of deep white matter:superficial oxygen extraction
fraction is shown on the y axis and ratios of the three groups of
volunteers are shown on the x axis. The boxes indicate the 95%
confidence limits for the oxygen extraction fraction ratios. The
lines within the boxes indicate the median values, and the bars
above and below the boxes indicate the 99% confidence limits.
Patients with oxygen extraction fraction ratios beyond the 99%
confidence limits are represented with black circles.

in the cortex) ischemia secondary to a possible in-
ternal arterial border zone (7, 8). The purpose of
the present investigation was to determine whether
the deep white matter of patients with atheroscle-
rotic carotid artery occlusion was subject to a great-
er degree of ischemia than was the overlying
cortex.

No evidence for selective deep white matter
ischemia was identified in this group of 36 patients
with carotid occlusion or in the subgroup of nine
patients with increased oxygen extraction fraction
measured in the superficial regions of the middle
cerebral artery territory. These data suggest that the
cause of deep white matter lesions occurring
among patients with hemodynamically significant
cerebrovascular disease is not chronic selective
border zone ischemia at an internal arterial border
zone. Rather, the association of deep white matter
infarctions with atherosclerotic cerebrovascular dis-
ease reported by previous investigators could result

from embolic factors alone. In addition, the in-
creased frequency of deep white matter infarctions
seen with hemodynamic compromise of the super-
ficial cortex could be attributed an increased risk
for stroke due to hemodynamic factors affecting
both superficial and deep tissue equally. Increased
oxygen extraction fraction measured in superficial
regions within the middle cerebral artery territory
in patients with carotid occlusion is associated with
both previous and subsequent stroke (14, 15).

Evidence for acute selective hemodynamic com-
promise of the deep white matter is also lacking.
White matter infarctions have not been observed in
neuropathologic studies of acute hypotension in
higher-order primates (10, 19, 20) or in examina-
tion of human brains after systemic hypotension
(21). Mendelow et al (20) created 90% stenosis (n
5 5) or occlusion (n 5 11) of the common carotid
artery in adult baboons 30 minutes before inducing
profound hemorrhagic hypotension for 30 minutes.
A neuropathologic examination revealed varying
degrees of ischemic injury to cortical tissue at the
arterial border zone but no abnormalities in deeper
tissue.

In addition, the anatomic evidence for an internal
border zone is controversial. The concept of an in-
ternal border zone was first proposed by Zulch (7),
based on gross pathologic observations of patterns
of ischemic infarction. van den Bergh (22) subse-
quently reported the anatomic demonstration of an
internal border zone in the centrum semiovale. He
observed a centrifugal system of penetrating arter-
ies from the surface of the lateral ventricles, cre-
ating a border zone 1 cm from the ventricular sur-
face. It is, however, possible that these were
medullary veins filled by a continuous injection of
contrast medium from the arterial side and that they
were mistakenly interpreted as arteries (23).

The detailed anatomic studies presented by
Moody et al (23) determined that the deep white
matter of the centrum semiovale was supplied by
long terminal arteries with relatively little potential
for collateral supply, as compared with other vas-
cular territories in the brain. They observed, as
have others (24), that there is a continuous capil-
lary system in both gray and white matter, which
is a potential source of collateral flow. They iden-
tified several different patterns of arterial supply,
including multiple arteriolar sources from widely
separate pial arteries and the phenomena of inter-
digitation, in which arteriolar territories from dif-
ferent pial arteries overlap or interdigitate. Both of
these features were absent in the centrum semiov-
ale, which was supplied by long, single arterioles
from a single pial artery. Whether this arterial anat-
omy renders the deep white matter more vulnerable
to hemodynamic than embolic factors is unknown.

The indicator of hemodynamic compromise used
in this study was oxygen extraction fraction. The
assessment of hemodynamic impairment in living
humans is complicated and has been the subject of
a recent review (11). Several neuroimaging meth-
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FIG 4. Positron emission tomographic and CT scans.
A, Example of subjects with normal (left) and increased (right, white arrows) oxygen extraction fraction on positron emission tomo-

graphic sections at the level of the centrum semiovale. Left and right on positron emission tomographic scans are reversed relative to
CT or MR convention. Note the uniformity of oxygen extraction fraction values across the image on the left, compared with the hemi-
spheric increase in oxygen extraction fraction seen on the image on the right. Oxygen extraction fraction values in the centrum semiovale
are not quantitatively or qualitatively greater than those in the more superficial regions (white arrows).

B, Corresponding CT scan of patient 30 (Table 1). This patient presented with two episodes of profound left-sided weakness that
occurred 10 days apart. These symptoms had nearly completely resolved except for a mild pronator drift at the time of the CT and
positron emission tomographic examinations. Angiography showed complete occlusion of the right internal carotid artery at its origin
and moderate 25% to 50% stenosis of the contralateral carotid siphon.

ods are currently available for the indirect assess-
ment of the hemodynamic effect of atherosclerotic
stenosis or occlusion on the distal cerebrovascula-
ture. These methods rely on different underlying
physiologic mechanisms from which the presence
of reduced perfusion pressure is inferred. Two basic
categories of hemodynamic impairment can be as-
sessed with these techniques: stage 1, in which au-
toregulatory vasodilation secondary to reduced per-
fusion pressure is inferred by the measurement of
either increased blood volume or an impaired blood
flow response to a vasodilatory stimulus; and stage
2, in which increased oxygen extraction fraction is
noninvasively but directly measured (11). The cor-
relation of different stage 1 methods with each oth-
er and with stage 2 techniques is variable (11). An
advantage of positron emission tomographic mea-
surements of oxygen extraction fraction for the de-
termination of hemodynamic impairment is that
they currently have the strongest empirical evi-
dence as predictors of stroke risk (11, 14).

We used unfiltered images and smaller regions
of interest in the present study than in the original
analysis of the St. Louis Carotid Occlusion Study
data, in which each 18-mm spherical region of in-
terest included both cortical and adjacent subcor-
tical tissue (15). Smaller regions of interest and the
use of unfiltered images ensured that oxygen ex-
traction fraction measurements in the deep white
matter were not affected by partial volume aver-
aging from the overlying superficial structures. The
consequence of these two factors is greater noise
(random variability) in the positron emission to-
mographic measurements. The broader range of
normal values for the left-to-right superficial oxy-
gen extraction fraction ratios in the present study

(0.82321.139) as compared with the two previous-
ly published analyses (0.91421.082) is due to these
two factors.

We used ratios of deep white matter:superficial
oxygen extraction fraction to identify selective
deep white matter ischemia for two reasons. First,
quantitative values of oxygen extraction fraction
are relatively uniform throughout the brain of a
healthy volunteer but may vary considerably
among healthy volunteers. The use of ratios is less
sensitive to intersubject variability in baseline ox-
ygen extraction fraction. Second, absolute values or
hemispheric (side-to-side) ratios of deep white mat-
ter oxygen extraction fraction might simply reflect
general changes throughout the hemisphere, not se-
lective white matter abnormalities. We used t tests
to assess differences between groups. The 95%
confidence intervals for the difference of the means
were broad; however, no individual ipsilateral ratio
exceeded the range found in healthy control
volunteers.

The imaging selection criterion (structurally nor-
mal white matter) used in the present study requires
discussion. We excluded patients with white matter
infarctlike lesions for the following reasons. First,
oxygen extraction fraction can be increased in areas
of infarction for reasons other than ongoing ische-
mia. When blood flow is reduced to a greater de-
gree than tissue metabolism, oxygen extraction
fraction is increased. This phenomenon can be ob-
served in areas of subacute and chronic infarction
(25). Second, once infarction has occurred, the met-
abolic needs of the tissue are reduced. As blood
flow and tissue metabolism are closely matched,
less blood flow will be required. A region with se-
vere ischemia (increased oxygen extraction frac-
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FIG 5. Range of deep white matter:superficial oxygen extraction
fraction ratios for the nine patients with high oxygen extraction
fraction in superficial regions compared with their contralateral
hemispheres and with normal hemispheres is similar. Two pa-
tients had deep white matter:superficial oxygen extraction frac-
tion ratios beyond the range seen in the contralateral hemi-
spheres but within the normal range. As with Figure 2, the ratio
of deep white matter:superficial oxygen extraction fraction is
shown on the y axis and the ratios of the three groups of vol-
unteers are shown on the x axis. The boxes indicate the 95%
confidence limits for the oxygen extraction fraction ratios. The
lines within the boxes indicate the median values, and the bars
above and below the boxes indicate the 99% confidence limits.
Patients with oxygen extraction fraction values beyond the 99%
confidence limits are represented with black circles.

TABLE 2: Individual deep white matter regions

Region
Number

of Patients

Ipsilateral

Mean 95% CI

Contralateral

Mean 95% CI

Normal

Mean 95% CI

P value
vs contra-

lateral
P value

vs normal

Anterior n 5 32 0.987 0.053 1.003 0.071 0.971 0.075 0.73 0.79
Centrum n 5 24 0.948 0.70 1.018 0.096 0.931 0.10 0.40 0.91
Posterior n 5 27 0.984 0.11 1.026 0.10 1.046 0.11 0.63 0.38

tion) before infarction may no longer be ischemic
after infarction.

This selection criterion could affect our results
and conclusions only if normal white matter
regions (as revealed by imaging) are functionally
or anatomically different (no internal border zone)

from those with white matter infarctions. The pos-
sibility of this anatomic variability within and be-
tween patients cannot be excluded. We, however,
studied a total of 83 of 108 regions in 36 of 55
patients with available CT or MR studies and found
no evidence for selective white matter ischemia in
any individual patient or region.

Conclusion
In summary, we found no evidence for chronic

selective hemodynamic impairment in structurally
normal deep white matter among patients with ca-
rotid occlusion. Experimental evidence suggests
that acute drops in perfusion pressure occurring at
the time of the carotid occlusion are also an un-
likely cause of deep white matter infarction. These
data suggest that deep white matter infarction
among patients with carotid occlusion are not
caused by selective hemodynamic compromise due
to an internal arterial border zone.
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